26–28.9.2023
Nuremberg, Germany

POWTECH
International Processing Trade Fair for

POWDER
BULK SOLIDS
FLUIDS
LIQUIDS

Together with
PARTEC
International Congress on Particle Technology
The largest international capital goods fair for processing technology inspires the community. With innovations and solutions for production processes of powder, granulates, bulk solids as well as fluids and liquids. With hands-on exhibits. And with technical depth and professional dialogue among peers.

Meet your customers and partners and work with them to develop custom solutions for innovative projects and efficient production processes.

POWTECH is the No.1 gathering for the powder and bulk solids community. So don’t miss out!
7 REASONS TO GO

Shape the future
Be part of the most important international gathering for powder and bulk solids experts

Share knowledge
Present your ideas and solutions and join in the discussions in various exhibitor forums and talks

Offer your solutions
Liquids are handled within the manufacturing process, and end products are available as solids or liquids. Present your know-how for both conditions.

Showcase your best technology
Present your innovations, solutions and exhibits live and hands-on and enjoy professional dialogue

Extend your reach
Look forward to new business opportunities with 60% German and 40% international participants from all around the world

Exploit the diversity
Showcase your comprehensive range on the platform for all major user segments

Meet top-flight professionals
Take advantage of the unrivalled calibre of visitors and enjoy professional discussions with decision-makers, experts and engineers

IDEAL CONDITIONS FOR DYNAMIC BUSINESS SUCCESS

- Do good business at the largest capital goods fair for processing technology
- Impress experts and decision-makers with your innovations and inspirational ideas
- Reap the benefits of a vibrant trade fair experience full of personal encounters, knowledge-sharing and live demonstration areas for visitors
PUT YOUR PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS CENTRE-STAGE

DYNAMIC AND DIVERSE RANGE OF PRODUCTS

- Laboratory, Development
- Raw Material Preparation, Dosing
- Manufacture, Production
- Transport, Storage
- Filling, Filling Technology
- Packaging, Labelling
- Analysis, Control
- Production Environment
- Safety, Environment
- Services

PUT YOUR PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS CENTRE-STAGE

POWTECH 2023
International Processing Trade Fair for Powder, Bulk Solids, Fluids and Liquids
POWTECH.de/en
For POWTECH 2023 the south side of the Exhibition center Nuremberg is available.
YOUR POTENTIAL CLIENTS AT A GLANCE

60% from Germany
40% international

TOP 10 INTERNATIONAL VISITOR COUNTRIES
1. Austria
2. Italy
3. Switzerland
4. Netherlands
5. Czech Republic
6. Poland
7. Spain
8. People’s Republic of China
9. Turkey
10. Denmark
POWTECH is all about networking. The various panel discussions and forums bring you together with experts to share ideas, enjoy personal dialogue and discuss the technical details of machine presentations. It’s the ideal opportunity for you to effectively position your product range and make new business contacts.

Other items on the agenda that are not just attractive to trade visitors are the live explosions, guided tours and theme pavilions, the APV Pharma-Forum, the VDMA special show, and the VDI’s Lounge.
ENSURE YOUR EARLY BOOKING DISCOUNT
Book your stand at POWTECH by 1.12.2022 to enjoy discounted stand rates.

OUR SERVICE FOR YOUR EFFECTIVE TRADE FAIR PREPARATION
Our POWTECH event team will be happy to help you so you can make firm plans.

> REGISTER HERE
> WE’RE AT YOUR SERVICE
WE ARE YOUR POWTECH TEAM
T +49 911 86 06-89 40
powtech@nuernbergmesse.de
powtech.de

WE ARE YOUR POWTECH TEAM
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Also follow us on

Venue and dates
Exhibition Centre Nuremberg
Tues. 26 – Thu. 28.9.2023

Organizer
NürnbergMesse GmbH
Messezentrum
90471 Nuremberg, Germany

Honorary sponsors
VDI-Gesellschaft
Verfahrenstechnik und Chemieingenieurwesen
APV Arbeitsgemeinschaft
für pharmazeutische Verfahrenstechnik e.V.

Cooperation partner
VDI Wissensforum GmbH

You can object to our use of your data for advertising purposes at any time in writing (NürnbergMesse GmbH, Messezentrum, Datenschutz, 90471 Nuremberg) or by email (data@nuernbergmesse.de).